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      The rules of school

 Creative University along with the motto "Respect for

your creative freedom, receive your knowledge, go

with you on each of your future footprints".

 the school we set out to be a public international

school with clear government policy benefits and is

built on a potential plot of land with a total of 6

buildings built with architecture.

each building will carry a field with the quality of

training in different disciplines with the architecture

of the buildings all designed by students and faculty

and architecture with building A being gifted ; B is

about society; C is the building of engineering; D is a

foreign language; E is economic; F is the

entertainment building.

Each building will have its own rules. The facilities

are also at the top priority and special attention is

paid to the forming and developing human

personality ; knowledge for students.

lecturers with many years of experience with master's

degree or higher specialized knowledge and solid

knowledge. Always put the interests of students first

and there will be no gaps and inequality between

everyone in the school. "An environment; a good way

of teaching creates one. The system just needs to

receive; practice; share and listen ".

Students must wear clothes that are

appropriate for the school building.

Students entering classes must be on time.

Only students listed on the list of subjects

may attend the class.

OVERVIEW

Not swearing in class; not using phones in

class; not disrespectful to teachers; respect

everyone around.

If you violate the above regulations,

depending on the degree of students, they

will have to compensate for damages or be

disciplined from reprimand to forced

withdrawal.

Seriously studying in class; do not do

private work; Do not damage school

property.

Students, while studying in buildings must

comply with the court's own rules.

  School map
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The building consists of 10

floors with the ground floor

being the stage with a capacity

of up to 1000 people; The first

floor will be the place where

you can immerse yourself in

music with tea rooms so you

can choose from music lines

such as acoustic; jazz… The 2nd

floor will be the place where

you can learn subjects like bale,

belly dance; hiphop.;… The 3rd

floor is where you learn to

practice vocal and learn to play

your favorite props. Level 4, 5, 6

will be the floor where you can

learn other gifted subjects such

as painting; acting; model;

fashion; ... 7th floor is the

canteen so you can go up there

to rest; free drinking water for

students. 8th Floor; 9 will be a

place to teach sports like

martial arts; football; volleyball;

... the 10th floor will be an

infinity pool on the high ground

for those who love swimming. 

When you study at Creative University, you will definitely
not miss Court A. Court is where you show yourself and
your talents. Coming to Court A you will experience; know
more all about gifted subject.

Professional teaching team; enthusiasm; have experience of

5 years or more; have good health conditions. You have

professional training in the discipline of your choice.

Facilities: The Court has thousands of musical props for

students to study; With more than 500 classrooms in all

subjects; is equipped with learning equipmentmodern;

garage capacity of up to 5000 vehicles .

Parallel curriculum with other courts students can study

technical disciplines in parallel; society; economic; ... Still

ensuring progress; be granted a professional certificate.

Tuition: From 15-20 million depending on the subject 

 number.
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   In terms of facilities, when studying here will

be exposed to the latest facilities; most

modern. You can decorate your own classroom

by yourself.

  About the rules; our department is forced to wear

the uniforms of the social department; go to school

on time and complete homework in class. Protect

personal belongings and school equipment; do not

throw garbage and swear; curse; know the upper

glass yield below.

    At the social faculty; you will have research;

social and human surveys; If you are a

research enthusiast can join. On weekends, we

also have an exchange between faculties.

About the curriculum is 4 years for full-time

degree in the social department for a

bachelor 's degree; 5 years for a master 's

degree and 6 years for a doctorate.We also

commit that you will have a job immediately

after graduation.

    Tuition fees in the social department, on

average, range from about 15-30 million /

semester.The curriculum is entirely in English

    Our department has 10 floors. However; only

the 10th floor is the floor for you to read and

relax; So we won't teach on this floor. Each floor

has 25 layers. If that school day, you guys know

well before class, you can try to be the teacher for

that day and the instructor will assist you in doing

this.

  Social Sciences also has humanitarian and

practical movement activities such as green

volunteerism; blood donation; fundraising for

charity, ... or trade festivals at the faculty; You can

sell handmake products from your own creativity

such as: calligraphy; poem;…

Our Faculty is not only teaching but also a place

to inspire and energize you. Guarantee once

learned is passion.

I F  YOU  ARE  A  SOC IAL  EXPLORER  OR  YOU

ARE  MERELY  A  L I TERARY  PERSON ;

POETRY ;  . .  YOU  GO  TO  THE  SOC IAL

DEPARTMENT  OF  THE  CREAT I VE

UN IVERS I TY  I T  I S  LOCATED  I N  BU I LD ING

B .

Lecturers

with doctorate or higher degrees wit

teaching skills of more than ten years

are accepted from famous

buildingries.
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BUILDING C

The staff of the Faculty of Engineering has always

performed well 3 basic tasks of the lecturers:

Teaching; Scientific research and community

service

Faculty of program development; teaching and

learning plans for specialized subjects in

Electricity; Electronic; Automation; Computer

engineering; Biomedical engineering and other

educational activities in the program; The general

teaching plan of the school aims to improve

learners' understanding in the field of Electrical,

Electronic - Automation. The training program is

designed in the direction of career application;

Instructional content is built according to the

needs of the society; student-centered. Help

learners to master the background knowledge of

the discipline; master the necessary occupational

skills. Equip and support learners with the ability to

think creatively; Scientific approach to solving

practical problems related to the discipline.

Spacious facilities complete, to equip

modern scientific and technical equipment

to serve the research needs; science and

technology services 

With the mission of building the program;

teaching and learning plans for specialized

subjects in Electricity; Electronic;

Automation; Computer engineering and

other educational activities in the program;

The general teaching plan of the school

aims to improve learners' understanding in

the field of Electrical, Electronic -

Automation. The Faculty of Engineering will

never stop trying; will try to surpass the

limits of a traditional university; is

recognized for breakthrough achievements

in higher education; innovate and

contribute to Vietnam and the world

community.

Education Programs of the Engineering
Faculty  all respect the design;; student
creativity; and help learners solve problems in
practice methodically and systematically; word
forming ideas; to design; implement and
operate the system. All of these are to train
engineers not only to meet the needs of society
but also to become global engineers with
international integration.
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The building consists of 6 floors, each floor consists of

more than 15 classrooms with a capacity of about 50

people / room, each room will be fully equipped with

equipment. The ground floor will be for the central

departments to mistakenly answer your questions;

advising students to guide you to study in the right ;

props room to provide the documents you need; and a

gallery and this is where Iorganize seminars, contests

and exhibitions related to foreign languages and will

usually be held twice a year. The remaining floors will

be divided equally among subjects depending on the

major you choose. The 5th floor will be used for

certification preparation classes such as TOEIC, IELTS.

As you study, you can discuss asking questions about

the lessons or assignments that lectures have

assigned to you. You can also provide your own

opinion on the lesson or any questions you have.

  The building  also has language clubs for all of its

students to join even without attending the court.

 Excellent teaching staff, deeply trained with many

teaching and practicing experiences. The building D

will coordinate with the school to orient the future for

each student, there will be no fear of unemployment

when coming to the school.

 

Building D of the foreign language major. Coming

to this building, you will experience many

languages not only English but also many different

languages in the world.
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Building E for students who love economics. Building E
including diversified disciplines such as managerial
economics, financial economics, acbuildinging
economics. 

 The criterion : "If you want to become a talented

businessman, you must have absolute

perseverance". Focus on quality over quantity

  The slogan that Court E always wants the

students to aim for is “Anyway you have to

think, so why not think big? "- Donald Trump.

The faculty are professors. Students have the

opportunity to research creatively, have

competitions held annually by building E and

the school, products, research topics, ideas

of excellent students will be taken to test

with other universities in international

competitions.

  Building E is 7 floors high, each floor has 15

classrooms, each classroom is fully equipped with

equipment . There will be a notice board on the 1st

floor of the companies to which you can apply,

helping to meet the needs of students to hone

academic knowledge. The third floor of the

building is self-taught computer-equipped rooms

with lots of resources and free use of business

websites. Always encourage students to self-study

after each lesson.

  Every Sunday, Building E has workshops for

students organized by experts and

professors. Conferences on entrepreneurship

experience or career knowledge are held in

the 5th floor hall.

 The building F has practice rooms, competition rooms

and entertainment rooms, ... the bottom is the parking

garage of the building, on the basement parking is a

large hall to welcome guests. The first star wing, it is a

cinema with international quality, students and staff

can come here to watch the latest movies ... The

second star is where you students have a quiet place

to rest during recess or recess; In this place, the

students have to keep quiet so they don't affect others,

the floor is equipped with soundproof and necessary

blankets for students to sleep here; ensure cleanliness.

3rd star wing is a cafe with all kinds of drinks will have

Dj playing music every Saturday, ... Next is the fourth

star is the floor decorated like a palace girls can come

and be dressed in costumes like a princess; suitable for

taking beautiful photos. The fifth star is the level

equipped for gamers with huge pc systems up to

dozens of machines always ready for gamers, along

with another games. The center of the star is a game

hall with 2000 seats. Every month the school organizes

tournaments with various games and at the end of the

year the largest tournament is held for college

students and those who are passionate about gaming

can participate.

  The court rules for entrance tickets of the court to join

the floors with the ticket price of 50k / 1 person.

Students must be conscious of keeping school

property, when going to court, students must dress

discreetly and not wear short skirts.

  The awards organized by the court will link with

companies to give students the opportunity to show

their talents and to pursue their passion.

 The building has a team of professional, enthusiastic

and friendly staff ready to help students with problems

happening in building. Stipulating 16 hours per week

for a student and not be in building F when it is past

BUILDING E

BUILDING F
Coming to Creative University, building F the

place to have fun and entertain after hours is very

modern and fully equipped. It is a large scale

investment with a specialized building, with a

long-term and stable development plan.
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CONCLUSION

Along with a good environment, state-of-the-art facilities, teaching system to help both

students and faculty feel comfortable, with extremely reasonable tuition fees and

benefits policies of the school for slapping Everyone;  respect for the creative freedom

in each product of each student or lecturer who accompanies them in every step. Our

Creative University will be in the future for the education in Vietnam to be increasingly

enhanced and developed not only at home but also in the international knowledge

strategy.
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